
1. Footwork and coordination movements for balance and changing direction, 

2. Dribbling techniques are practiced & reinforced every time, 

3. Rondos to teach positioning, footwork and foot preparation and body stance as well as improve and speed 

up decision making

4. Developing the thinking process through specific “training the mind” exercises, 

5. 1 v 1s plus 1 possession games with support and building them up in numbers to 2 v 2 plus 1 and so on 

using and transitioning with outside players to develop rotational patterns of play; 

6. Finishing Techniques focusing on “Movements to get free” and shooting in both the corners of the goal; 

7. A small sided game situation bringing it all together based on a particular theme (so many different game 

situations taught) which is vital for the players to end on. 

8. Examples of SSG’s; One touch development; Movement off and “away” from the ball; Switching the point of 

attack; Zonal defending; High pressure games to speed up decision making; Shooting and Finishing games; 

Transition games highlighting the importance of when “possession changes” and what players need to do; 

Pressing games to improve immediate defending principles and so on. 



Quick feet, knees up: Forward and backward running. 

Concentrate on footwork and leg rhythm (cones a half meter apart 

with a 5 meter sprint at the end). Race in two’s.

Side to side: Checking side to side between cones with fast feet then 

a sprint, practice forwards and backwards (defending movement).

High Frequency, long and short strides changing the stride length, 

adjusting the feet. Stepping between the cones. 

All training is match specific. Our work is 
based upon developing a balance 
between ball handling and functional 
running and sprinting in combination with 
jumping, stopping and turning.

Quick feet, changing stride length exercises 
will be particularly important.

Repetition of the exercises is important 
throughout the season on a weekly basis 
to develop good and correct habits 
regarding co-ordination, comfort in 
running, awareness of the efficient use of 
arms and legs in running and the 
synchronization of limbs. 

We are intending to develop a 6th sense in 
teaching the players to use the right 
techniques at the right times.

The application of body co-ordination and 
speed work is particularly important in the 
6 to 12 age groups and will go hand in 
hand with an increased amount of 
technical skills training. 



Checking and Dummying: Bouncing side to side in one movement, 

with feet wider apart, as fast as possible, throwing a dummy with the 

upper body, good for the dribbling movement dropping the shoulder 

one side and moving to the other side (Matthews dribble).

DRIBBLING AND FEINTING

Developing dribbling and turning in different directions and at different angles.

DIAGONALS DIAGONAL / SQUARE / FORWARD

The circuits are 

designed to make 

sure the players 

use both feet.

At each cone they have to “cut’ the ball back in 

the new direction they are going. Talk about 

defenders and cutting away from them 

attacking at certain angles.



DIAGONAL / SQUARE FORWARD / SQUARE / SQUARE / FORWARD

Forward / backward 

movement intensity for when 

an opponent attacks from the 

side.

EXAMPLES OF TYPES OF MOVEMENT

Using the inside of the foot only (with both feet). INSIDE HOOK

Using outside of the foot only (with both feet). OUTSIDE HOOK

Using inside / outside of the foot either side (one foot only). OUTSIDE AND INSIDE HOOK

STEP OVER / outside take                                                                                                               

SCISSORS / DOUBLE SCISSORS

MESSI: Dummy step – foot beyond the ball then take it the opposite direction with the outside of the other foot.                

Full turn away from pressure using outside / inside of the foot. INIESTA TWIST OFF

Drag back and turn – the ball moves behind the other foot.  DRAG BACK                                                                                                    

BEARDSLEY Dummy check back              
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Players move to the cones to receive the pass. Moving left to right the player must position so they receive the ball 

with the OUTSIDE / OPPOSITE foot. This opens their body position up to be able to either pass back or in a different 

direction very easily and very quickly because they are already balanced and ready.
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The Key Factor: Body position and foot 

preparation

B

A
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(A) to (C), where (C) moves to the cone 

to receive with an open body stance 

facing (D) 



If (C) and (D) win it then the player furthest from their own area has a long run. So here (B) takes their place to allow the

shorter recovery run for (D). 
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Reds have the ball, blues send two 

players in to try to win it back.

BA

DC

A 4 v 2 game 

A

B C



Now the diamond shape blue team have it. (A) and (D) are together as are (C) and (B).  Whomever give the ball away 

that pair have to defend in the other area to win it back.
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The Key Factor: Body position 

and foot preparation

A
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Pass

D

B

Play 1 or 2 

touches

Players move around the grid into new spaces all the time. (C) starts with a pass to (D). (C) calls a color out as the pass goes to (D) and (D) has to immediately 

find that color player and pass to them, in this case (D) calls out (A). The cycle continues. Try to get to one touch only.

E
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The Key Factor: Body position 

and foot preparation
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Pass

D

B

Play 1 or 2 

touches

Also you can have one player in the middle who gets the ball back each time. So you are testing one 

player at a time. Red passes to white and calls out blue so white passes to blue. Blue passes back and calls out 

yellow and white passes to yellow and so on.

E



Description

Groups of 4 players with one ball. Place extra balls either in the grid or nearby to keep the exercise flowing in 
the event of mistakes.

The Square should be approximately 15×15 yards. There should be three discs at each corner of the square 
(as pictured).

The Goal of this exercise is to help program movements into our players while also helping them develop 
proper habits to read the game and play in a creative manner.

Focus

Players should start on the furthest disc from the player they’ll be receiving the ball from 

1st Movement: When player B takes his/her first touch “prepares the ball”, player C should break off the disc 
“separate from the defender” and show into the space to receive a pass from B. Player D should now be 
prepared to separate from the defender on player C’s preparation touch. Exercise continues.

Coaching Points:

Crisp Passing

Explosive Separation from defender

Head on a swivel- Can we take a look at where we want to play next as the ball is traveling?

Clean 1st touch
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This is an outstanding warm-up to help program players with a proper skill set to meet the demands of the modern game, movement off the ball, timing of runs, 

crisp passing, taking a look!, but for the exercise to truly be effective, the coach MUST demand that all the movements & requirements of the exercise are carried 

out at game speed. Coaching Demand: If you let your players get away with things that wouldn’t work in the game during training, what is the point of training?
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Now we have give and goes or 1-2s with each of the four players. Two midfield players rotate in and out and take turns in supporting the 

outside player. If you only have 5 players use one midfield player only.



Possession games: Circle Keep away: 1 v 1 plus 1

Maintaining possession in tight áreas with a free player. 

6 10

A

Keep increasing the 
challenge by 

decreasing the size of 
the circle

3

2
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Circle Keep away: Add 2 attacking players (2 touches only)

Two players now playing two touches in the middle the goal is for them to combine and play out of 
the circle. Now speeding up decision making and movement.
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Circle keep away: Developing rotation in to out and out to in

(11) Rotates with (3), (11) going out and (3) coming in. This is an important aspect of play to teach 
early on as they will start to understand the importance of rotation in the real game situation
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Striker (S) checks towards the ball. Have a “code word” which means he goes short to go long.                                     

NO code word so the ball is passed to (S)’s feet who then lays it off back to (B) and starts again.
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Start position
Striker has his back 

to goal

K
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Alternatively use this as part of the buildup. Off the shoulder on the 2nd movement. (S) to feet, layoff, then spins away 

for the next one before the defender (D) can react.
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Start position
Striker has his back 

to goal

K
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Away from the ball taking a defender (represented by flags or cones) with them then back across in front of or behind 

the defender.
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Opposite run

K
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S B

A

Away from the ball taking a defender with them then back across in front of or behind the defender.
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Introduce a passive defender.
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Set the condition you score a goal by “arriving” in a free zone as the ball arrives.                                         

This FORCES / Conditions the players to spread out and move OFF the ball. Defenders 

cannot enter the FREE Zone. (3) scores a goal and (2) moves off the ball to receive the next 

pass to score another goal.

Game Situation: To develop spacing as a team using goals as the focus
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(10) Moves to the free zone and receives a pass, defenders cant enter the free zone. Players can only stay in the free 

zone for 2 seconds then the ball and themselves have to move.
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This would be a perfect scenario and unlikely but……  Players move OFF the ball to the free areas and at the same time the 

condition dictates the theme which is to spread out, this offers up as many options as possible for the player on the ball 

11
12



Passing and moving possession exercise
What does it teach?
Soccer Awareness: Assessing options BEFORE receiving the ball

Technique,
Mobility, 
Agility and balance
Body position and Foot preparation, 
Communication, 
The 1st touch, The 2nd touch, and beyond
Teamwork, 
Collective tactical understanding in a small sided game environment, 
Positioning OFF the ball,
Problem solving, 
And developing creativity and imagination, 
Intensity of play,
Physically challenging;
Developing Angles of support;
Opening up passing lanes by movement off the ball;
Speeding up thinking and decision making, The SKILL FACTOR;
Ultimately providing a competitive environment where no one wants to give the ball away and 
finally, they are fun to do. Also on the flip side teaching defending and pressing. 
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Players MUST stay in their own areas. Two neutral players can move anywhere to create numerical superiority.

Could be up to a 3 v 1 in one area. 

Players in the other areas work to get free of their markers as play develops because the neutral players (usually 

Midfield players because they have the ball the most) are always looking to change the point of attack
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Each grid                
5 x 10

N1

N2
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Players in possession must lose their marker and get free. Here (B) may draw (2) close to the ball and then spin away 

into the space he or she has created in behind them. 
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Players in possession must lose their marker and get free. Alternatively (B) may move away from the ball and create 

space for him or herself in front of them. If (B) gets behind (2) then (2) has 2 choices to look at the ball or look at (B). 

This gives an advantage to (B) who can time their run based on the timing of the pass.
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